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Summary: Multimodal machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that learn and improve
through the use and experience of multimodal data. It brings unique challenges for both computational and
theoretical research given the heterogeneity of various data sources. In week 11’s discussion session, the class
discussed GPT-like models - we define challenges in multi-modal learning that are on the rise and challenges
that are less relevant due to GPT-like models, speculate on the future on large pre-trained GPT-like models
in the next 5 years, and consider product ideas and research agenda’s that can leverage GPT-like models.
The following was a list of provided research probes:

• Think of multimodal research problems and technical challenges that are becoming more important
and possibly enabled by GPT-like models. Out of these, which problems are academia particularly well
suited to work on?

• Think of multimodal research problems and technical challenges that became less relevant or maybe
even solved by GPT-like models.

• At a high-level (1-minute elevator pitch), describe one specific multimodal research project that you
could embark on enabled by GPT-like models. Describe the key research questions, technical challenges,
evaluation criteria, and broader impact.

• At a high-level (1-minute elevator pitch), describe one real-world ‘product’ idea enabled by GPT-like
models. Prepare a ‘sales pitch’: current shortcomings, motivation, broad impact, potential technical
challenges, any real-world deployment issues you could face, and evaluating success and impact. Who
are the stakeholders who might use the product? How do you think this product will help them?

• What could the future of pretrained models look like? More modalities, more generative capabilities,
more personalization, more efficiency, or what else? Which fundamental multimodal technical challenges
will arise as more multimodal pretrained models are created?

• How can we, in an academic environment, do impactful research in multimodal given the success of
these pretrained models? What would be your proposed 10-year research agenda in multimodal ML,
assuming you had access to funding and researchers?

As background students read the following papers:

• (Required) Bubeck et al. [2023]. Most in-depth evaluation of GPT4 so far. As you read the paper, think
about both its current capabilities but also try to extrapolate- what could the future bring, and how
are we best prepared to take advantages of its future capabilities?

• (Required) Eloundou et al. [2023]. The potential social impact of GPT-like models on society and the
workforce.

• (Optional) OpenAI [2023]. Original GPT4’s report from OpenAI.
• (Optional) Haase and Hanel [2023]. How can generative AI help human in creative tasks? As you read

this paper, think about how other similar interactive user studies can be designed to evaluate pretrained
models for various qualities.

• (Optional) Piantadosi [2023]. How pretrained models can influence our fundamental study of linguistics.
When you read this paper, think about how pretrained models can contribute to our understanding of
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fundamental science, not just downstream applications.
• (Optional) Marcus [2023]. Discussion of GPT successes and failures from a famous LLM pessimist.
• (Optional) Neumann et al. [2023]. The impact of GPT-like models on education.
• (Relevant) Ye et al. [2023]. More evaluation of language models.
• (Relevant) Harsha Nori [2023]. More evaluations of GPT-like models on medical tasks.
• (Relevant) Sanderson [2023]. Perception of language models by scientists.
• (Relevant) Augustin Lecler [2023]. Potential impact of GPT-like models on medical tasks.

We summarize several main takeaway messages from group discussions below:

1 Multimodal Challenges from GPT-like Models

Increasingly important challenges
Interpretability
Bias Mitigation
Compositional Reasoning
Logical Reasoning
Counterfactual Reasoning
Interaction and Embodiment
Training Efficiency with Additional Modalities
Capturing Subtle Cues
Co-Learning on Small Scale Data
Fine-Tuning on Small Scale Data
Embodiment
Planning

Table 1: Although multi-modal LLMs are able to produce many reasonable outputs and can understand
human intent to solve well defined tasks, we posit that these models must still improve in their reasoning
capabilities. In particular, auto-regressive models may not be well suited for reasoning tasks because the
model does not know how the sentence will end when predicting the next token.

Recent advances in GPT-like models show remarkable results on tasks like diverse generation, text summa-
rization, information extraction, and text-image captioning. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly easier to
interact with these models, through prompting or chatting with them. However, these models still struggle
with compositional, logical, and counterfactual reasoning. We posit that emergent reasoning is unlikely to
result from current multimodal LLMs and will need a different approach.

Do we need a different approach of reasoning?

Existing multi-modal LLMs already train on a large percentage of available data on the internet, making it
difficult to trivially scale up the amount of training data. This suggests that reasoning cannot emerge by
simply training on more data. Further, the training objective of current LLMs may not be well suited for
reasoning because the model does not know how a sentence will end when predicting the next token. Current
attempts at eliciting reasoning from LLMs leverage chain-of-thought prompting. However, we argue that
chain-of-thought prompting isn’t truly zero-shot, but rather a one-shot prompt which allows the model to
pattern match to the input. Existing chain-go-thought prompting methods are brittle, and need considerable
effort to elicit the expected response from the model, further suggesting that current multi-modal models are
not well suited for human-like reasoning.

Moreover, it is unclear how to empirically define reasoning in the context of large multi-modal LLMs,
particularly when LLMs are capable of reproducing the training data. Determining the right evaluation
protocol for evaluating reasoning is incredibly challenging, and is a key question that remains unanswered.
One potential protocol may be to ask LLMs to explain a novel concept and answer followup questions, similar
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to how children can demonstrate understanding by “showing their work”.

What will large pre-trained models look like in 5 years?

The next-generation of large pre-trained models will undoubtedly leverage more multi-modal data, particularly
audio, text, and videos from YouTube. YouTube remains an untapped source of nearly infinite unconstrained
data that provides paired multi-modal data for free. In addition, ego-centric videos Grauman et al. [2022]
will likely play an important role in fine-tuning large pre-trained models for robotics tasks. Lastly, future
pre-trained models will embrace continually learning to adapt based on user queries, feedback, and new
information created on the internet. This will ensure that pre-trained models continue to update as new
information is created.

2 Potential Research Agenda with GPT-like Models

• Improved Benchmarking. Given that it is difficult to quantify reasoning in GPT-like models, it is
important that we invest in multi-modal benchmarks for vision-language models that can attempt to
address these challenges. An improvement in this skill would have wide ranging applications, such as in
embodiment.

• Integrating GPT-like with embodied agents. By combining LLMs with embodied agents, we can achieve
more accurate language understanding and instruction following, as well using the world knowledge in
these models to improve performance.

• Using LLMs to Generate Training Data. As LLMs generate more realistic multi-modal data, we can
self-train [wang2022self] to improve larger models or distill training data to improve smaller models.

• Identifying Multi-Modal DeepFakes. As GPT-like models are released for public use, managing and
mitigating the damage of generated content requires being able to identify multimodal deep fakes.

3 Potential Product Ideas with GPT-like Models

• Game Generation. GPT-like models are able to generate 3D assets from text data. and can generate
RPG games from a prompt. We can leverage GPT-like models to enable more randomness is game
asset, story-lines, and scene generation.

• Help Desk Support. We can use LLMs to quickly address frequently asked questions ? and categorize
nuanced questions to be addressed by specific teams, making it easier to deal with a large volume of
help requests.

• Sound Track Generation. We can use GPT-like models to synthesize sound tracks conditioned on a
movie scene.

• Teaching Assistant. We can use GPT-like models to create customized lesson plans and explain specific
concepts in greater detail, acting like a personalized tutor.

4 Role of Academia and Industry

The development of large multimodal language models like GPT-4 is a collaborative effort between industry
and academia. Industry invests heavily in the computing infrastructure and resources needed to train and
fine-tune these models. This allows them to leverage the models for commercial applications such as chatbots,
virtual assistants, and other NLP tasks that improve efficiency and productivity. Industry also benefits from
cutting-edge research in areas such as transfer learning and reinforcement learning, which can be applied to
improve the performance of these models. However, there are limitations to the industry’s approach, and
this is where academia plays a critical role. Academia can provide a more future-focused research approach,
and address the limitations of these models, such as the lack of high-quality data for certain domains, and
propose new research directions to overcome these challenges.
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